AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

TNDRONE
SERVICES

AERIAL VIDEOGRAPHY

Drones have changed the landscape of aerial
services by making aerial services readily available
and more affordable than ever! Enter Tennessee
Drone Services; based right here in Jackson,
Tennessee. We aim to serve the aerial needs of
Tennessee businesses by taking our award winning
photography and videography to the sky!

AERIAL

Tennessee Drone Services can provide you with
quality marketing material to help bolster the
effectiveness of your ad campaigns. If your first
impression isn’t compelling, your target audience
will never take a second glance at your offerings.
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TEL: 731.256.0209
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We can provide the kindling to help ignite your
marketing fire. We help set the stage for your
potential clients and customers to take that
second glance and give you the edge you need to
turn your marketing campaign into a successful
one!
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TENNESSEE DRONE SERVICES

When Marketing Really Matters

TENNESSEE DRONE SERVICES MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
When marketing is done right, you know the benefits it can bring to your business. It should come at no
surprise then that quality material is the foundation for any successful marketing campaign. From
smooth and rich video to award winning photography, our aerial and ground-based footage will enhance
your marketing and give it the boost it needs to stand out above the competition.
Eight seconds is what it takes to move a person from the potential customer category to the engaged
customer cateogry. A glance is all it takes to lose a potential customer. Why gamble against the odds
when you could have quality photography and videography that will aid in turning your potential
customers into engaged customers? We provide the marketing materials you need that will help you
meet your marketing goals for the year. Visit our websites and see for yourself what we can do for you.

M O R E

T H A N

M A R K E T I N G

M AT E R I A L S

3D Modeling & Ortho
Mosaic Services
Want to display your business in the best
light?

Fine art makes a fine first impression to
your customers.

Brochures, business cards, and even documenting a building expansion can benefit
from an aerial shot or two. Let Tennessee
Drone Services give you the quality photographs, in the perfect light, that will not only
serve your purposes, but look good doing it.
Set up your shoot today!

Sometimes you need a custom piece to hang
in your lobby. Other times, you may need a
one of a kind “wow” piece. Whatever your
artistic needs, we can shoot it or may already
have the perfect piece in our gallery. Visit our
website below to see more of our fine art
offerings.

TNDRONESERVICES.COM

LIFESTYLEIMAGES.CO

If you own a design firm or work in construction, you understand the importance of
finishing the job on time and under budget.
Tennessee Drone Services is FAA licensed and
insured. This means we are ready to help
streamline your buildout process and do so
while abiding by FAA regulation- keeping you
legal.
We offer modeling, inspection, and relative
site survey services to help you meet your
goals while keeping your costs down.

Modeling:
We provide 3D files to import into your
software as well cloud based viewing options.
Inspections:
From roofs to towers to, well, you name it- we
provide both live monitoring and photo or
video options for later review/comparison.
Surveys:
Orthomosaic photography provides a view of
the jobsite from above. You can view the result
in our viewer to make distance or elevation
measurements. You can also import files into
your own software.
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